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4. Empirical Results 

Table 2 contains the means of the spread estimators as well as the measured 

transaction costs. As discussed above, the average transaction cost per contract and 

three spread estimators are compared on daily basis. In addition, Roll’s estimator uses 

both the daily closing prices as monthly basis and intraday data as daily basis. 

According to Roll (1984), for the monthly basis, I use daily closing prices to compute 

one month covariance at first. Second, I get three covariances for April, May, and 

June. Finally, I take the mean of these three covariances as R monthlyθ − . Same as 

Thompson and Waller’s (1988), and Smith and Whaley’s (1994), for the daily basis, I 

use 60 intraday prices to compute the covariance of each day, and then take average 

from 60 covariances as R dailyθ − . But note that they are all in the same sample period. 

Also note that, in Smith and Whaley‘s model, repeated trading prices are eliminated. 

There are noticeable features in Table 2. First, the transaction costs vary across 

products as shown in column (1). The range is from $0.323 to $265.118 in GFB and 

T5F, respectively. From Table 1, T5F has the lowest number of trade (96) and trading 

volume (119), implying that it has lower liquidity than any other products. Investors 

are afraid of losing money so that if they feel more risky, they will ask for more return. 

So, if the market makers trade a low liquidity asset, they will widen the spread so that 

the transaction costs are higher. Compared with other products, T5F has the lowest 
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trading volume and highest transaction costs.  

Second, R monthlyθ −  tends to overstate transaction cost measured by Demsetz 

(1968), i.e., Cθ  is 7.952 for TX, while R monthlyθ −  is 76.537 in row (6). In contrast, 

R dailyθ −  is much smaller than any other measures, i.e., Cθ  is 7.952 for TX, TWθ and 

SMθ are more than 8, while R dailyθ −  is only 1.749 in row (6). In my data set, intraday 

data have positive covariance of two price changes more often so that makes R dailyθ −  

Table 2 

Direct and Estimated Transaction Costs 

Product     (1) Cθ      (2) R monthlyθ −    (3) R dailyθ −     (4) TWθ     (5) SMθ  

(1) GFB            0.323         0.542         0.113         0.256         0.253 

(2) MTX            9.78         86.658*       2.598*        8.504         8.340 

(3) T5F            265.118       54.004*       53.96*       86.392*       86.213* 

(4) TE              0.945        4.823*        0.106*        0.396         0.395 

(5) TF              1.829        5.834         0.626*        0.303*        0.302* 

(6) TX              7.952        76.537*       1.749*        8.030         8.015 

The estimator Rθ  is based on the first-order serial covariance of observed price changes each day, 

12 cov( , )R t tP Pθ −= − Δ Δ , where tPΔ  is the price change each day.  Note that if the covariance 

is positive, take the sign outside the square root. R monthlyθ −  is the mean of monthly covariance, 

while R dailyθ −  is the of daily covariance.  The estimator TWθ  is the mean absolute value of 

the observed price change, 
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value of the estimator is significantly different from the measured transaction cost at 95% level of 

confidence using t-test. 
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lower, based on Roll’s (1984) model. The large difference between R monthlyθ −  and 

R dailyθ −  is consistent with the finding of Roll (1984) that the spread estimator may be 

different by taking different time intervals because of information inefficiency or 

short-term non-stationary in expected returns. Note R monthlyθ −  is more reliable 

than R dailyθ − . This discrepancy is foreseeable, compared with daily closing price, 

trade-by-trade price has more correlation with its prior price, which is a violation of 

Roll’s (1984) independent assumption.  

Third, the results reported in Table 2 indicate that compared with Cθ , R monthlyθ −  

and R dailyθ −  are more unreliable than the other two estimators, TWθ and SMθ  for time 

and sales data. Take R dailyθ −  for example, there are five out of six products are 

significantly difference from the true transaction costs, Cθ . 

Fourth, the mean of TWθ  is consistently higher than that of SMθ , i.e., the largest 

difference between TWθ and SMθ  is 0.179 (86.392-86.213) among these products. 

This feature is anticipated. The mean absolute price-change consists of two 

components: the bid/ask spread and the variance of true price change, since it is 

unreasonable to assume that the variance of true price change is zero. So, the mean 

absolute price-change will lead an upward bias. The magnitude of the bias depends 

upon the variance of true price change. The fact that TWθ  is consistently close to 

SMθ  indicates that the proportion of the mean absolute price change attribute to the 
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bid-ask spread is fairly stable form day to day because of small variance of true price 

change. 

   The t-test is employed to assess if R monthlyθ − , R dailyθ − TWθ , and SMθ  estimators are 

significantly different from Cθ . 5% significant level and two tailed method is applied 

in t-test. If the estimator is significantly different from Cθ , then will be marked by * in 

Table 2. These results suggest that TWθ  and SMθ can be used to estimate transaction 

cost, although there are only two significants out of six.  

    The results in Table 2 show that the serial covariance, Roll’s estimator, for 

transaction costs perform poorly as point estimates when applied to futures markets. 

This estimator can be proved useful if it has a monotonic relationship with true 

transaction costs. To assess this, Table 3 shows the Pearson Correlation between each 

pair of spread estimators. The correlations for each product are then averaged on 

Table 3 

Correlation of Direct and Estimated Transaction Costs 
         Cθ            R mθ −        R dθ −           TWθ          SMθ  

Cθ           -          0.377      0.098         0.890      0.891 

R mθ −         -            -        0.168         0.556       0.554 

R dθ −         -            -          -           0.107       0.107 

TWθ          -            -          -            -         0.996 

Pearson correlation between these four estimators, Cθ , Rθ , SMθ , and TWθ , are presented. For 

each 6 contracts, the Roll, R mθ − and R dθ −  , mean absolute price change, TWθ , and method of 

moments, SMθ , estimates are calculated on monthly basis. In addition, for each month, the 

transaction cost, in terms of average cost per round trip for customers, Cθ  is calculated. Then the 

correlation of these values is formed for each products, with means of these correlation across 

products presented. 
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monthly basis and presented. The correlation between Cθ , R monthlyθ − , R dailyθ − , TWθ , 

and SMθ  should be positive and reasonably high. The table shows positive 

correlation between each pair of effective spread. The individual correlation with Cθ  

are very high in TWθ , and SMθ , 0.890 and 0.891, respectively, as Table 3 shows. 

In Table 2, we demonstrate that R monthlyθ − and R dailyθ −  do not perform well with 

Cθ , but if they have high correlation with Cθ , they are still worthy to be a reference 

value of transaction costs. However, both Roll’s estimators, R monthlyθ −  and R dailyθ −  

have extremely low correlation with Cθ , the correlation is only 0.377 and 0.098, 

respectively. In addition, R monthlyθ −  has very low correlation with R dailyθ − , and it is 

only 0.168. This implies that time interval does matter in Roll’s (1984) model. Overall, 

TWθ  is most closely aligned with SMθ , with average correlation of 0.996 across 

products. This feature implies that the method of moments estimator is correlated 

across time with volume and volatility. Since TWθ  is highly correlated with SMθ , it is 

easy to see that when volume or volatility rise and leads TWθ  to upward, with a likely 

leads to an increase in SMθ . 

 The results are robust with the suggestion of Table 2. Roll’s (1984) estimator 

appears to be inappropriate proxy of transaction costs in Taiwan Futures Exchange, 

while mean absolute price change and Smith and Whaley’s (1994) estimators provide 

good estimates on transaction costs of Taiwan Futures Exchange. 


